
Chipsmall Limited consists of a professional team with an average of over 10 year of expertise in the distribution
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With the principle of “Quality Parts,Customers Priority,Honest Operation,and Considerate Service”,our business
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Software - WEBVISIT 6 PRO - 2700949
Please be informed that the data shown in this PDF Document is generated from our Online Catalog. Please find the complete data in the user's
documentation. Our General Terms of Use for Downloads are valid
(http://phoenixcontact.com/download)

WebVisit 6 is the engineering tool used to create web visualizations for all controllers with integrated web server.
The Pro version includes functions such as alarm lists, trends, a user management feature, URL jumps, and other
popular functions.

Product description
In addition to the basic functions, the Pro version of WebVisit contains the following macros: 
 
- User level management 
- Pointer tool 
- URL jumps 
- Alarm generation 
- Trending 
- Animated GIFs  

Product Features

 Engineering tool used to create web visualizations for all controllers with integrated web server

 The visualization pages are displayed in any standard browser

 No programming knowledge is necessary for the creation of visualization pages

 Macro library with functions such as alarm lists, trends, a user management feature, URL jumps, etc.

     
Key commercial data
Packing unit 1 pc

Weight per Piece (excluding packing) 320.0 GRM

Custom tariff number 85234951

Country of origin Germany

Technical data

Functions

Basic functions The user interface has a functional design and even the basic version
offers numerous graphic basic elements and functions.

The variables needed for visualization are imported directly from PC Worx.

Control system (Target system) Embedded controller
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Software - WEBVISIT 6 PRO - 2700949
Technical data

Hardware requirements
Hard disk min. 2 GByte

Monitor resolution XGA (1024 x 768)

Operating equipment Keyboard, mouse

CPU Pentium 4/Celeron 1.6 GHz, minimum

Optical drive DVD-ROM

Operating systems

Operating systems MS Windows XP Professional SP3, MS Windows Vista Business SP2, MS
Windows 7 SP1 and 8.0 Professional and Ultimate (32/64-bit)

Software requirements
Supported browsers Internet Explorer Version 7 or later

Languages supported German, English, French

Classifications

eCl@ss

eCl@ss 4.0 27248001

eCl@ss 4.1 27248001

eCl@ss 5.0 27242502

eCl@ss 5.1 27242502

eCl@ss 6.0 27242502

eCl@ss 7.0 27242502

eCl@ss 8.0 27242502

ETIM

ETIM 2.0 EC001416

ETIM 3.0 EC001416

ETIM 4.0 EC001416

ETIM 5.0 EC001416

UNSPSC

UNSPSC 6.01 81111810

UNSPSC 7.0901 81111810

UNSPSC 11 81111810

UNSPSC 12.01 43232401

UNSPSC 13.2 43232401
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